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Abstract—In most engineering applications the optimization is employed after the conceptual design is already frozen with the only purpose of perfecting it. Although optimization algorithms capable of optimizing the configuration exist, their application is limited to electronics or control design, while for complex systems the conceptual design is often performed with manual trade off analyses among few options.

In hypersonic propulsion for instance, the choice of which flow cycle to use is made mainly by means of experience or in the best case by a trade off between radically different architectures. For Combined Cycle Propulsion (CCP) however many flow cycle possibilities are available and it is very possible that the final design is influenced by the preconceptions of the engineers rather than a pure objective judgement. Therefore a configurational optimization process, not bound to any known configuration, can potentially deliver totally new engine concepts, aiding the creativity of the designer.

In this paper the first steps toward a configurational optimization of CCP are shown. This optimization is intended to find the optimal engine design without knowing the engine conceptual design a-priori. The optimization algorithm is based on the Genetic Programming (GP) and it was presented for the first time at the 20th AIAA International Space Planes and Hypersonic Systems and Technologies Conference. In the present paper the fitness function has been improved with the addition of a constraint like penalty function designed to solve a convergence problem outlined in the previous version.

The results presented in this paper demonstrate that the optimizer is able to converge to a reasonable configuration, coherent with the engineering practice. Moreover the improvements proposed in this paper proved to be effective in the mitigation of the previously detected problem, thus demonstrating that the optimization algorithm is robust and that the previous problems were only due to a poorly defined fitness function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design optimization is becoming a common practice in engineering, mainly thanks to the advance of computer technology. The capability of executing complex calculations in a very short time has enabled the usage of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) not only as a verification tool when the design is frozen, but also as a decision making tool. CAE analyses are used from simple trade off studies based on a single aspect of the design, to complex Multi-disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) that systematically choose the optimum solution considering many different aspects of the problem simultaneously.

In contrast with other industrial fields, such as aviation propulsion for instance, hypersonic propulsion is a very innovative field with no well established standards. In aviation propulsion the fundamental engine design is well established. The type of engine is selected depending on the application, for example bypass turbojet is used for transonic airliner, turboprop and piston engine for slower and smaller aircraft. Moreover the industries have accumulated knowledge over time, so they do not really need to design an engine from scratch, but they rather proceed by refinements of previous engines. In hypersonics a flying prototype does not exist yet, therefore the debate on which will be the best engine in these conditions is far from over (see [1]–[4]). Moreover, the possible engine configurations proposed for this application are diverse, and almost every time a new program is attempted a new concept is proposed.

For this reason in this research we propose a configurational optimization intended to find the optimal engine design without knowing the engine conceptual design a-priori. Such an optimizer has the potential to perform trade-off analyses minimizing the input required by the designer and therefore minimizing the possibilities that the design could be affected by his/her preconceptions. Moreover the optimization process, not bound to any known configuration, can potentially deliver totally new engine concepts.

Many examples of propulsion system optimization are present in the recent literature. Jahingir et al. in [5] and Pastrone et al. in [6] for instance performed optimization of a Rocket-Based Combined Cycle (RBCC) engine using evolutionary techniques, while in [7] an example of optimization of Turbine-Based Combined Cycle (TBCC) engine can be found. In [8] an example of optimization of a single part of an engine, the geometry of the ejector, can also be found.

Often in hypersonic propulsion, especially when applied to space access vehicles, the engine optimization is performed at the same time as vehicle optimization. Bayley et al. in [9] for instance performed a full vehicle optimization of a classical solid propellant rocket. While more recently Gong et al. in [10] completed a full vehicle and trajectory optimization of a suborbital vehicle powered by an RBCC engine. In this case the full potential of cutting edge High Performance Computing (HPC) is exploited to include into the optimization also high fidelity tip to tail Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analyses of the vehicle.

In all the previous examples however, the engine conceptual...
configuration is defined and fixed, while the optimizer can change the design by tweaking a set of parameters.

An attempt to automatically select the best conceptual engine design is given by Steele in his PhD work [11]. In [11] a pool of predefined engine configurations is considered and then the optimizer acts on the number of engines installed aboard, their type and the sequence in which they are used. In his literature review Steele also noticed that other attempts to do that have been only trade-off analyses between different solutions. Brock et al. in [12] performed several studies for a Two Stage to Orbit (TSTO) vehicle considering different propulsion solutions, such as RBCC, TBCC and simple rockets, in order to determine which one would have been the best choice. In [13] similarly to [11] the study considered first a pool of different engine types and then the performance of the space access vehicle was evaluated changing the combination of engine type, the sequence of their usage, the fuel option and also the possibility to take off horizontally or vertically. In all these studies however the configuration of the propulsion system had to be defined a-priori, the optimization procedure (where present) was only able to choose between a pool of engines with fixed design.

In this paper instead the updates of a novel engine optimization procedure are described, the engine conceptual configuration does not need to be defined a-priori, but it is the actual result of the optimization process. The modularity and flexibility of a previously developed engine model, called HYbrid PPropulsion Optimizer (HyPro) (see [14], [15] and section II), is employed here by a configurational optimizer to create randomly generated engine configurations later optimized by means of an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). The scope of the optimizer is therefore to define how the HyPro modules are interconnected, thus potentially being able not only to choose between TBCC or RBCC (as done in previously cited examples) but also to propose new engine concepts.

In contrast with the examples of engine optimization cited above, in this study the optimization has only been performed at a single operative point, since the optimizer is not mature enough to be used for a full mission optimization. The optimization at a single point is however considered by the author an important milestone to be developed before attempting a full mission study.

The optimization algorithm described in this paper was presented for the first time at the 20th AIAA International Space Planes and Hypersonic Systems and Technologies Conference in [16]. In this paper the aforementioned algorithm is improved with respect to that presented in [16] with the addition of a constraint like penalty function (see section III-B) designed to solve one of the problems encountered in [16].

II. PROPULSION MODEL

In this work an in house developed tool for propulsion system analysis, dubbed HYbrid PPropulsion Optimizer (HyPro) has been employed for the evaluation of the fitness function. The propulsion model has been specifically designed to be included in the optimization loop described in this paper. The model is targeted especially toward the analysis of combined cycle configurations such as TBCC or RBCC (see [14], [15]). The model is designed to be flexible enough however to model almost any possible engine configuration, from a simple rocket or ramjet to an almost arbitrary combination of propulsive components.

The HyPro software is written in C++, and has a structure that takes advantage of the intrinsic modularity of the object oriented programming paradigm that is embodied within this programming language (see [17]). This modularity brings an innate flexibility to the software and allows it to be configured easily to model many different kinds of propulsion systems. Moreover, thanks to the object oriented structure of the software, it is possible to implement every module in terms of a defined set of properties and parameters that can be changed easily at any time during the execution of the model. Indeed, every engine component is characterised in terms of a dedicated C++ class and each component can be connected to any other in any possible pattern. Using advanced C++ features such as inheritance and template classes, different physical models can be combined easily to generate more complex modeling without the need to develop dedicated C++ classes. This maximizes the code re-utilization, facilitates the code readability and maintainability and improves the flexibility of the software. For all the aforementioned reasons, HyPro is particularly well-suited to be used within optimization studies and also as a sub-model within a more comprehensive computational representation of the entire vehicle system (see [18]).

The modules are connected between each other by means of nodes, each node contains a set of physical quantities that are then actually shared by contiguous modules. A node represents the thermo-kinetic state at a certain station within the engine, thus it contains all the information required to define the thermodynamic state (for example the composition, pressure and temperature for a mixture of ideal gases), the speed of the flow and the area of the section.

Every module does not see directly the other modules it is connected to, but it only stores a pointer to the nodes connected to it, that in turn are connected with other modules. Each module is connected to at least two nodes, an input node hereafter called $N_1$ and an output node called $N_2$.

In Fig. 1, for instance, a schematic of the model, structured in order to represent a scramjet/ramjet engine, is depicted. The modules can easily be changed and re-arranged to represent alternative engine configurations. Combined cycle engines can
be modelled by collating and interconnecting all the required modules, then switching on/off certain modules according to a pre-defined schedule of operation. In Fig. 2 an example of the model configured to represent a RBCC propulsion system is illustrated.

In HyPro the flow within the engine is solved module by module iteratively. Usually the calculation proceeds from upstream to downstream, but when choking phenomena occurs within the system the information has to be propagated in the opposite direction to let the upstream flow path adapt to its presence. In this case a ‘choking feedback’ needs to be defined a-priori in order to properly handle the required iterative procedure (see dashed lines in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

III. CONFIGURATIONAL OPTIMIZATION

The problem of optimising the structural layout or configuration of an engine can be handled very efficiently using Genetic Programming (GP) \cite{19,20,21}.

GP has indeed been applied successfully to various engineering problems, where the structure of the design needed to be optimized. In many of these cases, similarly to HyPro (see section II), a block diagram approach is used to model the physics of the problem and its structure is then optimized with GP. Examples of this approach can be found for dynamical systems \cite{22,23}, control systems development \cite{24}, electronic circuit design \cite{25} and also to various problems in aerospace engineering such as the design of an antenna for the NASA Space Technology 5 spacecraft \cite{26,27}.

GP has been selected for this application, due to the similarity with all the aforementioned application examples. Other completely different approaches to solve the same problem might be however possible. A direct comparison against GP is at the moment not possible due to the absence in literature of any other attempt to perform configurational optimization of this kind of engines.

A. Cellular encoding

In the case of the aforementioned antenna optimization the correspondence between GP tree and the antenna structure is clear, because the shape of the antenna is also a tree. Other design models such as an electric circuit, a control system with feedbacks and also the flow structure of an engine, cannot be sketched as a tree. Despite this difficulty also these problems can be optimized using GP with the addition of a computational step, called genotype to phenotype decoding \cite{20}, to map the physical model starting from the GP tree (see for instance \cite{22,23,24,25}).

Due to the similarities between the engine flow network of HyPro and an electrical circuit scheme, the approach used by Koza in \cite{25} to optimise the layout of electronic circuits is most appropriate for this application, but some modifications to account for certain specifics of the engine modelling problem need first to be accounted for. As anticipated above, not all engine configurations can be represented directly in terms of a tree-shaped chromosome. This is particularly the case when the possibility of feedback between the modules that comprise the engine must be accommodated in the HyPro model. To obviate this problem, Koza introduced a method called cellular encoding \cite{20}, in which the GP genes represent a list of instructions that modify an initial simple prototype structure for the individual \cite{20,25}, rather than representing directly the structure of the individual itself. In the automated design of a complex electronic circuit many different instruction gene types need to be coded for (for instance the addition of parallel components, serial components, and so on), in this work only two types of operation are defined: the addition of one specified HyPro module, and the addition of feedback between two specified modules.

The ‘module addition’ gene’s value is the HyPro module to be added, therefore the number of child required depends on the value’s type of module. For each input node of the module (see section II) the ‘module addition’ gene will have a child of type ‘module addition’, that in turn will add the module connected with the aforementioned input node. In Fig. 3 for example, the gene with value equal to ‘Mixer’ has two child of type ‘module addition’ that provide the modules ‘Rocket’ and ‘Inlet’ connected with the ‘Mixer’ input nodes. If its value needs to be the source of a choking feedback (i.e. it can experience choking, see section II and \cite{15}), the ‘module
individuals that cannot actually be run in a stable manner. The handling of exceptions during the fitness evaluation is achieved by throwing an exception if the calculation is not successful. In case the calculation performed in HyPro is not successful because the former is linked to the node \( N_1 \) of the ‘Mixer’ and then, once the most upstream module of that branch is reached, it moves on the other branch starting from the module connected with node \( N_3 \) (in the ‘Mixer’ module \( N_1 \) and \( N_3 \) are the input nodes while \( N_2 \) is the output node as for any other module). That is why in Fig. 3 the gene ‘Feed-1’ child of the ‘Mixer’ defines a feedback pointing to the ‘Inlet’ and not to the ‘Rocket’, because the former is linked to the node \( N_1 \) of the ‘Mixer’. In the end it is worth noticing that the ‘feedback definition’ gene requires no child, therefore it is always a terminal.

The aforementioned counting strategy however, is not unequivocal in the cases where the engine flow path is a branching structure (i.e. there is at least a ‘Mixer’ module). In Fig. 3 for instance, when counting past the ‘Mixer’ module, it is not clear if the module upstream the ‘Mixer’ is the ‘Inlet’ or the ‘Rocket’. This problem is solved introducing an iterator that counts by branches, such an iterator moves only on the branch linked to the node \( N_1 \) of the ‘Mixer’ and then, once the most upstream module of that branch is reached, it moves on the other branch starting from the module connected with node \( N_3 \) (in the ‘Mixer’ module \( N_1 \) and \( N_3 \) are the input nodes while \( N_2 \) is the output node as for any other module). That is why in Fig. 3 the gene ‘Feed-1’ child of the ‘Mixer’ defines a feedback pointing to the ‘Inlet’ and not to the ‘Rocket’, because the former is linked to the node \( N_1 \) of the ‘Mixer’. In the end it is worth noticing that the ‘feedback definition’ gene requires no child, therefore it is always a terminal.

The aforementioned GP formalism is implemented in HyPro using the Genetic Programming C++ Class Library (GPC++) that is based upon the work of Koza [20], [21], [28]. The library has been integrated into HyPro after some modification to allow strongly typed GP of the form described above.

### B. Fitness function

In [15], [16] the fitness function chosen was the specific impulse of the engine. This choice represents the simplest possible optimization for an engine, because it does not take into account many other requirements such as the specific thrust for example. In detail the fitness function \( f_t \) is defined as follow:

\[
 f_t = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{g_0 \dot{m}_f}{F}, & \text{if calculation is correct} \\
  \infty, & \text{if exception is thrown or } F < 0
\end{cases} 
\]  

(1)

where \( g_0 \) is the gravitational acceleration at sea level, \( \dot{m}_f \) is the mass flow rate of propellant consumed and \( F \) is the net thrust. In case the calculation performed in HyPro is not successful an exception is thrown and the fitness is assumed infinite. The handling of exceptions during the fitness evaluation is important because during the evolution is possible to generate individuals that cannot actually be run in a stable manner to produce thrust. These non-viable engines however are not discarded out-of-hand from the population, since they might merely correspond to an intermediate stage in the evolution of an engine configuration that might prove very successful in later generations.

In this work the fitness definition has been improved with respect to the previous calculations (see [15], [16]) in order to make more realistic the optimization process (see section IV for more details). Beside the specific impulse a parameter linked with the size of the engine has been added, leading to the following formulation:

\[
 \bar{f}_t = \begin{cases} 
  f_t, & \text{if } A_{in} \leq A_{max} \\
  f_t + KA_{in}, & \text{if } A_{in} > A_{max}
\end{cases} 
\]  

(2)

where \( A_{in} \) is the cross section area of the engine’s air-breathing intake and \( K \) is a constant big enough to guarantee \( KA_{in} \gg f_t \). Eq. 2 is designed to behave as a constraint penalty function on the maximum size of the engine (i.e. \( A_{max} \) in Eq. 2).

### C. Algorithm initialization

In order to start the evolution the GP space need to be defined. The search space consists of a pool of genes that will be used to randomly generate the population at generation zero and to randomly generate sub-trees during the mutation operation. The pool of ‘feedback definition’ genes simply consists of a gene for each integer number between zero and a sufficient high value chosen by the user. The pool of ‘module addition’ genes consists instead of a gene for each propulsive module present in the pool.

### IV. Results

In [15], [16] two test cases were analysed to verify this optimization algorithm, one in supersonic engine operative conditions and the other in subsonic. In subsonic conditions the optimization algorithm was not able to converge to a solution supposedly due to the absence of any size constraint, leading to unrealistic engine configurations. In this section the results obtained with the new constrained fitness function, defined in section III-B, are compared with the previous one showing a clear improvement and the resolution of the aforementioned issue.

The initial pool of ‘module addition’ genes (see section III) has been constructed starting from the modules used to represent a typical RBCC engine (see [14]–[16] for details). The list of modules considered comprises: an inlet, an ejector mixer, a fuel injection module, a combustion chamber, a rocket injection module, a nozzle and a simple duct (see [14], [15] for detailed description of each module).

The fitness function described in Eq. 2 has been calculated considering a maximum cross section area of \( A_{max} = 3 \text{m}^2 \) and \( K = 100 \frac{\text{ft}}{\text{m}^2} \).

The principal parameters of the optimization algorithm are listed in Tab. I. A population of 300 engines is evolved for 40
subsequent generations. A maximum depth for the tree structure of the chromosome of each individual was imposed simply in order to limit the complexity of the configurations that might emerge through evolution from the initial population. The probability of mutation in the examples presented here was kept non-zero but small in order to increase the diversity of the population.

The optimised configuration that emerges in subsonic operational conditions (Mach 0.5) at sea level (temperature 288.15 K and pressure 101.325 kPa) is shown in Fig. 5, where the feedback loops have been removed for clarity. With a little bit of puzzling it is apparent that, in its essence, the configuration is that of an ejector ramjet, albeit with multiple inlets and a very complex internal flow path.

As was demonstrated in [15], [16], the algorithm has introduced additional complexity into the engine configuration in order to accommodate the inherent deficiencies in the modelling procedure, namely the inability of the optimizer to tune directly the parameters of the engine’s modules. In this case the various additional inlets seem to have been introduced as a way of augmenting the flow of air through the secondary; the human designer would have achieved the same end simply by increasing the size of a single inlet.

In Fig. 7 the evolution of the fitness of this new test case is compared against the old unconstrained test showed in [15], [16]. It is evident that, while with the previous case the evolution has not converged to a definitive solution, in the new test case the fitness reaches a plateau at about generation 5 separating drastically from the previous curve.

The reason why an optimum solution is not possible without a constraint, is that, in the frame of the mathematical model used in HyPro for the Ejector RamJet (ERJ), the greater the secondary flow (i.e. the air flow through the inlets) is compared with the primary (i.e. the rocket exhaust) the greater is the performance of the engine. Without a constraint the amount of inlets (i.e. the size of the engine) increases iteration after iteration, leading to a very complex configuration at generation 20 (see Fig. 4) and to a configuration at generation 40 so complex that it is actually impossible to show here. This behaviour is after all physically reasonable if we assume that the mixing is always possible no matter how much the secondary flow is bigger than the primary, indeed the propulsive efficiency of an air-breathing engine increases if the mass of air used increases. This design optimization process resembles the design trend in turbofan engines to progressively increase the bypass ratio. In order to obtain practical results, the addition of other considerations beside the pure engine performances are therefore required and here a first attempt, consisting in the addition of a constraint on the engine size, has demonstrated to be effective.

If compared against an existing engine concept, the results of this optimization loop perform much better. The Hyperion engine studied by Olds in [29] for instance has a specific impulse of 400s at Mach 0.5, that translates into a fitness function of 0.0025 accordingly with Eq. 2. Even if this demonstrate that the optimized configuration performs better than the engineering practice, the results here presented must be taken with caution, since the complex multi-inlet configuration of Fig. 5 might be impractical for many other points of view.

The optimisation with this new fitness has been run several times in order to have an assessment of the repeatability. In Fig. 7 it can be noted that, even if the convergence history is different, all the runs converge to very similar values of fitness. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the configuration of the best individual at the last generation is depicted for two test repetitions. Even if the two structures represent an ejector ramjet in both cases, they are sensitively different. The fact that their fitness is almost equal however, demonstrate they the two different configurations are equivalent in the frame of this analysis, thus it can be stated that the optimizer converged to two equally performing optimums.

The algorithm has been run on a machine mounting an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU at 2.93GHz, although the CPU has 8 cores, here the optimization was run in serial, since for now no parallel computing is implemented. The run time for the test case presented in this work varies sensitively, mainly due to the stochastic nature of the GP. Most of the time 40 generations are completed in 30-40 seconds, but in same isolated cases the run can take more than 2 minutes. The reason of this variance is that the run time of a single engine model evaluation drastically depends on the complexity of the model, and
especially during the first generations, where the GP is still far from the final solution, some very complex engine models might be evaluated. The computational complexity of a single engine model can be assumed proportional to the total number of the modules that comprise the engine. This assumption is however strictly true only in case no feedback iteration has to be performed, so generally a certain computational overhead has to be accounted any time a feedback loop is present. A clear dependency on the total number of feedback loops is however impossible to outline, since the actual complexity of the loop depends on many factors. In any case, given the very low time cost of this first test case, it is possible to speculate with a fair degree of confidence that a full optimization will be still possible with the addition of more modules and more complicated engines.

V. Conclusion

In this work a GP optimization algorithm has been applied to the design of CCP engines. Such an approach is innovative because it does not optimize a set of engine’s parameters as it is commonly done in literature, but it is an optimization of the engine configuration, that therefore is not fixed during the process. The optimizer uses the GP optimization algorithm in order to optimize how the engine components are interconnected. The user does not need to define the conceptual design of the engine prior the start of the optimization loop, since it will be the outcome of the optimization process.

In this paper an upgraded fitness function definition has been successfully integrated into the algorithm and tested. Beside pure engine performance in terms of specific impulse a constraint like penalty function on the size of the engine has been added. With this improvement the algorithm was able to converge to a solution also in subsonic operative conditions, whereas a convergence could not be reached without the aforementioned improvement. The obtained optimized configuration is that of an ejector ramjet, which is in line with the engineering experience for RBCC engines in subsonic conditions.

The outcome of the optimizer can seem quite obvious in this case, since the result does not find any innovative propulsion concept. This is however due to the limited amount of propulsive modules available in this version of the code, so here the results have to be considered only as a verification of the optimization procedure. The fact that a solution is found confirming engineering practice demonstrate that the optimizer is well designed and that practical and innovative results could be obtained with extension of the modelling capabilities of the code. These results have to be considered as the first step toward an engine configurational optimizer that to the knowledge of the author has not been attempted before.

After this first step, further work is required to deliver all the potentialities of this configurational optimizer. In order to allow the optimizer to propose configurations beyond those shown in this paper the applicability range has to be extended with the addition of modelling for few other propulsion components such as heat exchangers, turbines and compressors. To make sure the optimized design is viable, other disciplines will have to be added beside pure performance analysis. The development of a component-based mass model is probably the most urgent analysis to be added, followed by structural and thermal analyses.

Beside the pure physical modelling, also the GP algorithm needs further improvements. First of all access to modules’ parameters has to be granted to the optimizer. In GP this is possible in the frame of cellular encoding with typed GP and it has already been used in other areas, such as electric circuit design. Also, the addition of multi-objective optimisation will be important as soon as other disciplines are added to the engine model. Subsequently the optimization has to be implemented also for more than one operative condition and eventually the optimization should be performed for a whole vehicle trajectory.
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Fig. 4. Optimization results without constraints. Best individual of generation 20.

Fig. 5. Optimization results with cross section area constraint. Best individual of the last generation. Run 1

Fig. 6. Optimization results with cross section area constraint. Best individual of the last generation. Run 2